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Introductory Note on this Report

Ramtha asked me to prepare an account of his meeting with the RSE appointed teachers and guests on May 11, 2018, and to make that report available to all students of the school.

The main theme of Ramtha’s teaching focused on the challenge of being a teacher who is truly able to inspire students to live the Great Work. That requires cultivating sensitivity to where a group doing any discipline is at, and the ability to intuit if they are on the verge of making a breakthrough. If a teacher can intuit where a group is at, then it’s obvious that the shortness or length of a session should be determined by that, and that a break should not be taken just because a time prescribed in some artificial schedule has arrived. The intention of the school is to deliver to the world students who have learned to live the Great Work, and that cannot be done simply by adhering to schedules.

All of what Ramtha said on the central theme of the meeting has been included in this text, but I have not included many other short, occasional remarks on topics outside the meeting’s main theme, as well as some communications on personal matters directed to individuals.

Mícheál Ledwith
Ramtha: It is a glorious day to be back among you. It has been a long time in your time, ages in my time. You are happy to be here? Thank you for your kind and excellent work.

(To Debbie): Master of Music, I have not forgotten you, though it may seem that way. But you are still here. Never give up the Great Work — ever.

(To Miceal): My beautiful Father, congratulations on your marvelous and epic work. It is the truth. There are some more to come. Perhaps you will understand the last days a bit better in terms of prophetic John, whom you vindicate, and all of those visions. What visions can you not interpret from that going on today? It isn’t all the boogeyman. It is just God and humanity and technology.

(To Laura): Greetings, my beautiful, copper-haired beauty. It is wonderful to see you, entities. You know, it takes a leader to lead people, but it takes a great leader to make leaders — always remember that — with gullible entities, because then you will live to be greater than they.

(To Mike): My beautiful entity, greetings and salutations. Are you happy with the extraordinary? Your channel is back at it right now, has been there for an age. Someday you will understand the Now. It is very hard to understand it when you have appointments.

(To Ana): Greetings, beautiful entity. And you are the new physician, as it were? So you know everything about me and her? When there is something wrong with a person, always ask her about them. It seems many people think there is something wrong with me. Welcome to my table.

(To Karen): Welcome, Kitchen Queen. You were once a grand, grand madam. And you had great estates, and you had servants, and you treated some of them wretchedly, but as you got older and wiser you became kinder. Time always mellows good wine and cheese. Your superb work is due to that lifetime. You see, we all have a turn. Let us be seated. Ah, the old table.

You may pour, if you wish.
(To Tomas): You are the cupbearer. You have to be careful. The channel has given me strict orders.
To the awakening from winter,
to spring blooms of dreams dreamt,
to a new life, a new cause, a new purpose.
I bid that in your dream of winter
you worked upon your limitations,
you worked upon that which like you not about yourselves.
To awaken in spring is to have
the common thought of wisdom.
Here is to your wisdom.
So be it.

You must always remember that it is not “Poor channel.” The channel has gone to elsewhere, where she made that marvelous machine out there. It gives you an idea of what is at the heart of who she is. She is gone. I am here — a little body, a bit of consciousness stream, and I am here.

Now I am desirous for you to know the superb work you have done in the Vault. For how many years in your time and counting is that worth in teachings heard nowhere else but here? How many years? Ask the entity who knows.
Master of Music, how long in your time? Over a century, last century?
Debbie: Forty-one years.
Ramtha: Is that a long time in your time?
Would you call that, Father, dedication to the Great Work?
You have done superb in the presentation, the mixing of this knowledge and understanding from a human point of view what needs to be understood about that valuable work. It is gaining momentum in the outer world. It is to your Great Work that that is happening. Now you have done superb. I couldn’t have done it better. Well, I did, but you are doing it, redoing it better.

You must also know that this Great Work is a treasure beyond value and it should be treated as such, and when it is ready, you need to create a true Vault. It will be stowed in a true Vault where the temperature and atmosphere are proper. There is no humidity. It will be stored for times ahead, like those who stored the true teachings — which were nothing but stories — in jars in the dry desert. Turn to your neighbor and tell them that.
(To Miceal): Father, how is that cholesterol doing? Is that what you call it?

Miceal: It’s very, very much improved.

Ramtha: Isn’t it interesting that the Blu Room® knew how to do that? Well, that is Blue Body®. It can do anything — that, and many other things. And the more you know, the more it will respond to you. Just ask it a question the next time you are in it, a well-thought-out question. So be that. It sends runners too. Turn to your neighbor and share that.

It is sort of an Arkenstone. The channel has given to the world a super technology. Its value will not even be celebrated until decades to come. But because it is given by her and designed by her, those who are prejudiced and biased — and would rather hold onto their hatred and biases rather than be cured — will always stand against it. Why? Because it takes control out of their hands. Turn to your neighbor and tell them that.

That always threatens people. The least relief from elsewhere threatens those who are in control of suffering. Turn to your neighbor and tell them that.

The channel — this applies to you in all of your dreams — always wanted to be a healer, running around healing plants in her mother’s home. She made them worse by what she thought she was injecting them with, a pink liquid, something “Pepto.”

But it did not go unnoticed, just like with you. Your deeper dreams do not ever go unnoticed. So what is destiny? A plan. Well, obviously she didn’t become a healer the legitimate way, but it was always there. And loving God with all her might and all her being, as you do as well, allowed her to prepare a path for me — to allow — a rigorous process.

And the dream of healing people and making them better would take a higher caliber of technology, knowledge, and work, taking into account extraordinary mathematics and deliverance of light that is likened to Blue Body®. She is where she is because destiny delivered to her this way of healing. Not always what we dream in our limited sense of perception will ever be recognized but when taken to a greater reality — and then if you are still open — will be utilized. How many of you understand that?

So many entities say, “Well, my dreams never came true.” Truly? Perhaps the dreams are faded petals of another time rather than a future time that, without knowledge, one cannot perceive. A
limited entity cannot perceive higher flows of consciousness. It is only when they are trained properly, which the forty-some years of the work was about. In preparing entities to understand more broadly their place as divine beings — and in that to be able to tap into the superconsciousness, even if it is in Fieldwork®, even if it is in C&E®, even if it is in any discipline that has been created to augment the knowledge into a performed experience — the experience gives rational truth. To that person it is only important — to that person, to that being — as they accept that ability that opens them up. And now these dreams, long ago, have a place in the future. How many of you understand that? Not all dreams have a place in this time but in future times that can be augmented, as it were — a new word that I learned — into now. Instead of strong-armed, it is augmented. Now we have what common people call genius. Turn to your neighbor and tell them that, please.

Now if I may, this entity did not need to study chemistry or biology. She is grand in mathematics. Her brain thinks that way. She didn’t have to train in any of these arts of persuasion that would lead to an inventive mind. You all agree? So this woman creates this machine. And Father can tell you it works, and here is why. Even if you are astute that all biology, their atomic structures, particles, chemistry, mathematics, and understand spin-ratio value, at the end how does one determine a particle’s veracity? By its light. Yes or no?

All things have a lightbody, and because it is from light, they descend to mass. You are a conglomerate of a neighborhood of diversified light whose harmony is you. You understand?

Now if you understand that and you work in light, then you garner information from those elementals that have the highest light value. When those values are then taken into the human biological form, that light enhances the body’s mechanism. So you see, healing mass to mass is absolutely necessary. Healing the mind is absolutely necessary. Healing with light is the Great Work. Turn to your neighbor and tell them.

Now do you know the light value of Carbon 60? Why? Shouldn’t you investigate what you kind of take, kind of don’t take? Do you think it is a novel idea? Look at its light value. Study it. How can a particle that looks like the Blu Room®, with so much light, override so much lack in cellular performance?

How many of you are learning? So be that. I will send you runners. But do your work; don’t just say, “Yes.” And whereas if you
are an entity of light, then wouldn’t your bread be light? If you take
the substance, it is so powerful that it feeds light-starved cells and,
taken enough, it renews vitality in the DNA. That is why it lengthens
life. Explain that.

Do you understand? It is not about how you feel. Remember,
feeling is an emotional experience. Having no feeling says to the
uneducated mind, “Well, it didn’t do anything.”

If you swallow a light-form, does it do anything for you? How
does it feel? You don’t feel anything. If Orbs enter into your body and
help your body, do you feel anything? Because the source is light.

Inflamed tissue, organs, cellular masses, are common in the
aging of any lifeform. Why? Because many of the cellular constructs
of matter are losing light, and when they lose light they become
debris, or they become starved, and as such they are swelling with
fluid. No cell can take in fluid without dispelling wastes, hence
inflammation. Turn to your neighbor and tell them that.

Do you understand inflamed? It is dying: water in, waste out.
That is the loss of light, which is the governing body of all things
material.

Let us return to light medicine. When an entity has indomitable
will and they have a causal effect of their health occur — which could
be an accident, could be any one thing — and yet their will keeps the
body going against all odds, is that will light? And has the body got
enough light or is the body receiving light from the will?

Mike: From the will, because the will would come from above the
visible-light realm. It would come from the deeper mind.

Ramtha: How does mind heal the body?
Karen: It infuses light.
Laura: Through will.

Ramtha: Exactly. It is the God machine. So now this brings us to
understanding the totality of the Great Work. The Great Work in
essence is to train the aspirant through a long series of specified
teachings that in the end always calls upon that aspirant to utilize the
focus of their will — and their will only — correct? But it is applied in
various areas and soon we have that common thought that allows the
access to streams of superconsciousness in the brain because there
is a place for it to be heard. There is a place for it to be lived.

All of these transmissions are through light, and every word has
a light representation. That is the reason a master speaks in certain
ways. Oftentimes the verb exists prior to the noun: Know you this to be true? What say you?
   How many of you have learned? What say you? Why “what” first?
   Master of Music: It is an action. It is will.
   Ramtha: It is an adverb.
   (To Miceal): Is that not correct, in English? Father, don’t just nod. Correct me if you can. I am unskilled in this tongue of no meaning.
   “Love” is an action. Why then action first and title later?
   Miceal: The verb qualifies the later noun and colors it.
   Ramtha: Exactly. But if the noun comes first, no one hears.
   What is a true speaker of the law? How speak they? Exactly this way. So be it. Manifested light hears such commandments. It never hears the noun: “I wish you. I want you.”
   “Want I you?” Now we have power. “I want you” is slobbering.
   Jaime: It’s the personality talking.
   Ramtha: That doesn’t go anywhere. Power to light is what light responds to. Turn to your neighbor and genuinely listen to how you speak, because I do. To slobberings!
   You don’t have to walk around not blobbering because your community only understands blobbery. It is a language of much explanation: too much glory, too much condemnation, all of that. It is never the art of powerful manifestation.
   So as a being of light — and you ultimately are — one speaks to the light first and then it is so. Then it does not go through the web of yourself and your personality. So one can say, as my historians will record, that the arcane use of your language is arcane, but what do I know that you didn’t know?
   Jaime: A lot.
   Ramtha: This is how you talk to an alien, and this is how you talk to an entity such as myself. You don’t blobber glorified inquiries about yourself. No being such as myself would be able to engage you because already you have set the limits upon the parameters of this conversation; thus desire, thus want. How can you want when you deny your own light? Turn to your neighbor and tell them what I just said.
   How many of you paid stark attention to me when I spoke so arcaneely? Why? I have endeavored to modify it for translation, although much is lost in that. Now you know — “Know you I?” — only
through the training of this school, only through this meticulous training.

Each discipline was not created to keep you from being bored but rather building upon the security of a new being that counters the human personality of reincarnation. It counters it because such knowledge has never been learned before. It has just been the evolution through the handmaidens of genius, technology, intercedence on our part that every generation gets to have a new body, and they are born in different times but rarely do their personalities change from the last lifetime.

That is the reason why I say your best lifetime is right now. Are you proud of it? Well, Cleopatra, no; not Napoleon either. You are the best of the best right now. What say you? The idea is to build within an entity the common acceptance of their own greatness, to introduce to them — not on faith but on experience — the probability of a divine self. That divine self is at the top of that pyramid, and it is way down here integrated into the Hertzian experience. Little by little, for forty years and more, it has been patiently reinstilled — reinstilled — to the absolute hate of people who say, “Well, I have already heard this before.” No, they never did.

Not until you can go out there and read every card in the deck, take every card off the fence, shoot every arrow into the target of the bull, dance the Blue Body® Dance to where you are absolutely radiating that light, can you have heard it all. You cannot hear what you are not, and what they are not is everything that they are coming to learn to be.

This is in one lifetime and — in a period of time in your time, as you understand it — the rarest of the rare opportunity for true metamorphosis, from a stale identity to a bright, miraculous one. Little by little, stone by stone, we build this new castle. Many cannot tolerate the challenge of experiencing and making manifest what they can quote by rote. This is the ancient school. Many came; very few were qualified. And what qualified them? Themselves.

In a modern, impatient, “I don’t have time to read the entire scroll, I didn’t have time,” you are lost because you are enslaved by time and, hence, inflammation.

In the Great Work, students who love these teachings want to come and skip over a Beginning class because they think they already know it. But challenge them, they know nothing. That qualifies for the outside world. It does not qualify for the stairway of heaven,
nor does it qualify in the annals of reincarnation as an achievement. Just because you think you know, you lack the emotional experience of “can-do.”

You should be out on that field every day challenging your mind to can-do. You never want to deceive yourself that you can, because you really can’t. Therein lies the difference between the young and the old, between children and men, between children and women, between wannabe saints and the rarity of them.

The school teaches these things. And these are precious beyond words for how many years?

Master of Music: Forty-one. 1977 was when you appeared to JZ and it’s now 2018.

Ramtha: It takes that long, nearly a lifetime. And when the aspirant chooses the new lifetime to understand it totally, they are essentially writing off the karma of the last lifetime so that they dedicate an entire lifetime to this work. In doing so, when they come again they get to choose who they want to be and where they want to go, because now they are beyond the plane of demonstration.

Even in your rush-rush day and time, how many of you understood that truly? It is a lifetime. It is not just a few years. Weakness is always shown — and the dissatisfaction of knowing it all — without the production of facts. Turn to your neighbor and tell them what I just said.

You know what knowing is? Knowing says, “I can do this because I have done it.” That is the righteous use of emotional experience. That is what it is meant for. But you can’t sit here and tell me, “I know I can do that,” because you are vague in every corner of the work. That should be unsatisfactory to you — not to me. And when you understand that — understand it in this term, that you lack the light — going back to what we began with, you lack the light. Light shines off that iridescent pearl of wisdom. Confident that you can do anything becomes a common thought of profound manifestation — the witchery of it all, the sorcery of it all, the magic of it all.

If you are simply a mediocre vessel of philosophy, you will never rise to greatness in accomplishment. Beware — beware, beware — of your own propaganda. Turn to your neighbor and tell them.

What is it that is said, Father? What is the old saying? The pathway to hell is paved with what?

Miceal: With good intentions.
Ramtha: There you go. We are deceived by the good intentions. They lead to hell. You are going to come back and do it all over again, and God knows where that will be. Turn to your neighbor and tell them about good intentions.

How many of you see the finished students who can go get it in the field, go get it in archery, go get it in sending-and-receiving, go get it in Blue Body®, go get it and manifest fabulous wealth after knowing the future of numbers? How many of you see that as a possibility?

“So am I doing thus.” The road of training leads there.

When you can manifest all the wealth in the world, you no longer need it. When you manifest all the light in the world, you no longer die. When you manifest love and respect for oneself as being warrior class, then you have lived — lived — the Great Work. The intentions of this school are to deliver such a student to the world.

It is very hard to get out of this prison, very hard to get away from your computers. It is very hard to get away from your phones. They are “smarter” than you are. They know your number. You don’t even know your number.

This is my Great Work. The channel’s destiny met up with mine — to meet up with you, to create this. No one can ever argue that greed prevented this from being. Quite the opposite. It is this that manifested wealth to make it so. Do you understand that? That is a look into one’s reality. And who be they?

Much rides upon being a great teacher — much, much more. It is about yourself. It is about the quality of you as a teacher to inspire them to what you yourselves have lacked to master. You must master them in order to be a true light to those whose lives have been delivered into your hands, whose spiritual connotations about why they are here is indeed delivered into your hands. You must always be the greatest, good steward of these prisoners of incarnation, because you are one of them.

Results matter. We want these people walking off with their cards, and if they did it once, let’s see them do it again. And we want targets. If they did it once, or they didn’t, we are staying out there. We are motivating them. And they are going to get that focus, because when their mind stops working and the light appears, they will get them all. You understand? Turn to your neighbor. Praise the Lord.

I don’t care about their stomachs. I care about their minds, and you tell them that.
Jaime: I will.

Ramtha: And if they don’t like it, there is the exit. You understand? We will teach the handful that are still waiting. So be that. It is not my style. I don’t have time, so I don’t worry about time. You worry about time. I don’t worry about time. You learned under my teaching, did you not?

Nobody can run a field like I could run a field. Nobody can push you to the Void like I can push you. Why? Because I can see their light. You don’t see their light. That is because it is not yet born in you. But be like me, and it will “born” itself. In some fine morning, everything changes. Do you understand? There is no prejudice against you, only that which you set upon yourselves. And that is your own will. Don’t turn your will against the light. That is all I have to say.

The thing is that anyone can eat twenty-four hours a day. They didn’t come here to eat. They didn’t come here to urinate and have a break and cough and visit. They came here to learn something, and we are going to send them away learning. This is the hardest school in the world, but when you get it, you own everything. Let that be your motto.

You have allowed your channel to heal — very much needed; facing many obstacles. Nothing is as great as her mind — nothing — nothing. Besides dying, this is the only time she gets to go to the other side. We are going to keep that going; right? You know, we are very good right now.

The beautiful thing about your channel is that she is not afraid to die. She has had the most extraordinary life, knows about the other side. The trick is to keep her here. And as we see it now, there is a lot of housekeeping that needs to be done here. That will be good news for her. She can’t go yet.

(To Miceal): Whose picture is this?
Miceal: It’s the Count de Saint-Germain.
Ramtha: Extraordinary being. A Master unawares. Still lives today, by the way, in and out of this realm. Did you know that, or you suspected that?

Miceal: I suspected it. I didn’t know it.
Ramtha: We never die, darlin’. We know no mortal death.
To the light.
Have I made you better? Have I motivated you to be better? Have I motivated you to care, in a higher order, about those delivered into your hands, in your care?
   All: Yes.
   Ramtha: I will be watching.
   So be that.